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Rekindling
		school pride
				for students, alumni
MEREDITH WATHNE • wathneme@mnstate.edu

R

ed and white drape the
campus, the Dragon is blowing
fire, school spirit is at an all
time high. It’s that time of year
again – it’s Homecoming.
President Edna Szymanski
describes Homecoming as a
celebration for today and for
yesterday. Not only are the
current students taking part in
hall decorations and attending
various events on campus, but
many alumni come back to
reminisce and catch up on their
former university.
Keeping alumni connected
with the university and
reminding them of what they
got out of their time here is
crucial, Szymanski said.
A lot of alumni like to pay it
HOMECOMING, PAGE 6
JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Students get proactive with politics

College Republicans focus on students College Democrats encourage involvement
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

BY MINDY KRAFT
kraftmi@mnstate.edu

While many student organizations
are planning fun-filled events for
their members, MSUM College
Republicans is focusing its efforts
on benefiting students in the long
run.
The main goal of the organization
is to get students registered to vote
and keep them informed about the
candidates. But before they can
accomplish that goal, they need
to make students aware of their
organization.
“A lot of people on campus
haven’t heard much about us and
I don’t know if they really know
we exist,” said Margaret Johnson,
senior paralegal major.

The College Democrats are
certainly raising the bar for
their campaigns. They’ve taken
several actions, including cosponsoring
Dragons After
Dark, meeting with the GayStraight Alliance, pledge drives
and more.
The
goal
of
College
Democrats is to get students
to the polls. This will be easier

Issues of Concern:
• State of the economy
• Tuition increases
• Job market

Johnson and other officers are
working to get the word out by
tabling two to three times a week in
the CMU and working with other

MSUM Society of Professional Journalists plan a
debate watch to help inform students about the
presidential candidates. More on page 12.
student organizations on campus.
“We really want to help students
become aware of the College
Republicans on campus and about
the Republican candidates in the area
that will potentially be representing
them,” said Anna Wilson, chair of
the MSUM College Republicans.
The College Republicans
support all of the local and

this year because the polls
are going to be in the CMU
Ballroom. Sarah Danielson
and the group have also been
helping students register for
voting. They now have over
400 students registered on
campus.
She’s very proud of the work
that the club is doing, and the

REPUBLICANS, PAGE 10
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enthusiasm keeps building.
With fun activities sure to
come, the group is discussing
their Dragons After Dark event.
Because the group cosponsored the event, they
had little deviations from the
’80s activities the Dragon
Entertainment Group held
called Rock the Dragon. There
was a cut-out of Barack Obama

Issues of Concern:
• Voter ID

• Marriage amendment
DEMOCRATS, PAGE 10

The Yellow Bicycle begins
the school year with a rough
road ahead as it not only
faces problems with lack of
submissions but also restriction
to the halls of Weld and
Lommen.
The newer halls of Lommen
or the older halls of Weld are the
only places to find a paper copy
of The Yellow Bicycle. The
student-run journal consists
of weekly submissions, which
are open every day, with new
issues being published every
Monday.
Senior
Katelyn
Stewart
started off her semester as the
new editor with high hopes for
The Yellow Bicycle despite last
year’s outcomes.
“It
didn’t
get
much
recognition last year,” Stewart
said. “It was hard to get an
issue out every week because
YELLOW BICYCLE,
PAGE 11

PLAYERS WORK TOGETHER,
page 8
STUDENTS FOLLOW TRENDS,
page 7
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Briefs
CC

9.27

9.28

9.29

ampus
ampus
alendar
World News MSUM Briefs
alendarU.N.
9.27- 10.1
Secretary Gen. urges end to Aged grenade found along Red

12 p.m. - Chili feed in
Campus Mall.
3 p.m. - PowderBuff
volleyball in Dahl courts.
8 p.m. - Johnny Holm
Band CMU Ballroom $5
with ID.

7 p.m. - Dragon
Volleyball, Nemzek.
9 p.m. - Coronation,
Burning of the M and
fireworks Holmquist slab.
9 a.m. - 5K walk/run,
begins at the Library.
11 a.m. - Parade, circles
campus.
12 p.m. - Dragon Soccer,
Soccer field.
2 p.m. - Dragon Football,
Nemzek.
5 p.m. - Dragon
Volleyball, Nemzek.
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. - Formal
Dance, CMU Ballroom.

9.30

1 p.m. - Dragon Soccer,
Soccer field.

10.1

Leadership week begins
Payment in Full deadline
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war in Syria
U.N. Secretary General Ban
Ki-moon urged the international
community on Tuesday to “not
look the other way as violence
spirals out of control” in Syria. Ban
opened the General Assembly’s
annual ministerial meeting with a
speech focused on the atrocities in
Syria, telling world leaders that the
conflict was “a regional calamity
with global ramifications.”
Ban’s speech struck a less
aggressive note than President
Barack Obama’s address at the
gathering Tuesday, in which he
pledged support for Syrian rebels
attempting to oust “a dictator who
massacres his own people.”

Attack in Turkey kills 7 soldiers
A bombing in eastern Turkey
killed at least seven soldiers on
Tuesday in what is suspected to
be a carried out by the Kurdistan
Workers Party.
The soldiers were driving
through the city of Tunceli when
a vehicle filled with explosives
detonated near their armored truck.
The terrorist group was founded
in 1984 with the goal of creating
a Kurdish state, and it has been
responsible for several attacks on
military targets in recent months.
A week ago, PPK fighters killed
10 soldiers and injured at least
60 others when they attacked a
military convoy in eastern Turkey.
Obama weighs in on NFL
controversy
As a diehard Chicago Bears fan,
President Barack Obama doesn’t
usually defend rival Green Bay.
But the last minute touchdown call
that let the Seattle Seahawks eke
out a 14–12 win against the Packers
was too much for even the leader of
the Free World to bear.
The president weighed in on
the referee controversy Tuesday,
saying the call was “terrible” and
telling reporters “I’ve been saying
for months we’ve got to get our refs
back.” The call he’s referring to, of
course, is Monday night’s disputed
decision: with just a few seconds
left on the clock, game referees
awarded Seattle a touchdown
despite obvious pass interference.
No Google Maps for iPhone 5
Google Inc. has no plans to create
an iPhone 5–compatible version of
its handy Google Maps app after
Apple ditched it for an original
alternative. The lack of Google
Maps on the latest Apple creation
has been a disappointment to many
consumers, as the Apple map
service is filled with errors. “I think
it would have been better if they had
kept ours. But what do I know?”
Google executive chairman Eric
Schmidt told reporters in Tokyo.
When asked whether iPhone 5
users would be able to download
Google Maps through the Apple
Store, Schmidt replied, “We have
not done anything yet.”
World news from dailybeast.com

River
On Sept. 23, at approximately
7:30 p.m., a citizen was walking
along the Red River north of
the Hjemkomst Center looking
for artifacts. He came across a
suspicious object along the river
bank. He believed the object was a
corroded grenade. He contacted the
Moorhead Police Department for
assistance.
Upon inspection by responding
Officers, assistance was requested
by the Regional Bomb Squad. The
Bomb Squad believed the object
was aged, but authentic. They
could not guarantee its safety while
being handled. The grenade was
luckily located in a remote area of
the park. Both the Moorhead and
Fargo PD cleared the area of their
side of the river.
It is not clear how the object
arrived in the river, but based on
its appearance, it has been in the
river for sometime. The grenade is
believed to be from the World War
II era.
Film alums’ feature closes festival
MSUM film studies alumni Eric
Carlson, Andrew Neill and Marcus
Mann’s latest film, “Limpwings”
has been chosen as the closing night
feature at this year’s Philadelphia
Film & Animation Festival. The
film, which had its World Premiere
last October at the Fargo Theatre
will screen Sept. 30. The three
filmmakers will be in attendance
and are quite excited about future
festival prospects. For more
information go to limpwings.com
Seven alumni awards to be given
during MSUM homecoming
MSUM will present alumni
awards to seven of its graduates
at 6 p.m., Sept. 28 in the CMU
ballroom during its annual
Homecoming celebration. The
Night of the Dragons combines
two great MSUM traditions the
Athletics Hall of Fame and the
Distinguished Alumni Celebration
for one special night celebrating the
achievements of our Hall of Fame
and Distinguished Alumni award
recipients.
Physics and Astronomy research
presented at meeting
Work done in the department
of physics and astronomy was
presented at the 2012 European
Materials Research Society meeting
in Strasbourg, France. Physics
students Pragalv Karki, Ravindra
Regmi, Tom Mooney and Andrew
Larson worked with Dr. Ananda
Shastri to analyze proton motion in
the sodium thio-hydroxogermanate
proton conductors. Understanding
these materials may lead to better
fuel cell performance. The results
have been accepted for publication
in the international journal Solid
State Ionics.
MSUM briefs from Dragon
Digest, Student Oranizations
and are submitted to advocate@
mnstate.edu

Security Update
Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
9.17
Smoking violation in Lot G-2, one
referred to Campus Judicial.
		
Smoking violation north of Weld,
one referred to Campus Judicial.
		
Disorderly conduct in Grantham,
one referred to Campus Judicial.

drug paraphernalia. Public Safety
confiscated two knives. Individual
referred to Campus Judicial for
drug violations and weapons
violations.
9.20
Fire Alarm in Center for the Arts,
false-mechanical.

9.18

9.21

Alcohol violation in South Snarr,
six cited by Moorhead PD for
minor consuming, one arrested
for obstructing legal process, all
referred to Campus Judicial for
alcohol violations.

Hit and run accident witnessed by
Public Safety on 9th Avenue South,
Moorhead Police Department
contacted.

Suspicious male outside Newman
Center,
Moorhead
Police
Department issued trespass notice,
transported male to detox.
9.19
Property damage reported at the
soccer field.
Drug/Narcotics
violation
in
Nelson Hall, Moorhead PD cited
one individual for possession
of small amount of marijuana,

Harassment report in lobby of
Public Safety Building.
Theft of laptop reported in
Nemzek.
9.22
Noise complaint in Dahl, four
referred to Campus Judicial.
9.23
Unsecured window at the
Newman
Center,
building
checked and window secured.

Safety Tip of the Week
Crimes of Opportunity Don’t Be a Victim
A crime of opportunity is a crime that is committed without
planning when the perpetrator sees s/he has the chance to commit
the act at that moment and seizes it. Such acts have little or no
premeditation. So, don’t leave items of value (i.e. purses, cell
phones, laptops, iPods, etc.) on your desk, in your work area or
in a study room unattended.
To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449

classified ads

Need a sitter one weekend per month in home close to campus
at very early morning till afternoon. Pay $50 per weekend. Infant 7
months. Sleeps most of morning. Call 402-650-9640 Ask for Nicole.
Room/Rooms to rent across the street from campus. $250.00
Carlson Enterprise is currently seeking an Admin officer, sales
rep and cashier. FT. Position requires excellent organizational skills,
oral and written communication skills, telephone etiquette, and a
professional demeanor. Ability to multi-task and prioritize projects
in a very fast paced envir. Good working knowledge of QB and MS
Suites required. Send resume to: carlsonjeff18@gmail.com

The Advocate is looking for a business manager.
- Responsible for invoice, billing and account management.
- Receive experience with Quickbooks and customer relations.
- Paid position.
Email advocate@mnstate.edu for more information.

Correction
In an article titled “Assault provokes questions, preventative
education,” printed in the Sept. 20 issue, it was wrongly implied
that the recent assault near campus was a sexual assault. It was not a
sexual assault and The Advocate regrets implying that it was.
It also may have been wrongly implied that Greg Lemke,
director of Public Safety, said that the recent assault could have
been prevented. That was not quoted material; it was the writer’s
transition.
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A&E

Soul music duo look forward to performing at the HoDo
BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

Submitted photo

With a strong voice and
soulful sound, Alison Scott
and multi-platinum winning
guitarist and producer Kevin
Bowe are quite the musical duo.
Coming from Minneapolis
to Fargo, the duo will be
performing at the HoDo Oct. 4.
“It took us a little while to
find the perfect venue for our
music in Fargo, and I really
think the HoDo is it. The
atmosphere is great and the
clientele is perfect for what we
do, plus the food is so tasty,”
Scott said.
The Oct. 4 performance will
showcase their new and old
music. Both Scott and Bowe
released new albums in June.
Scott’s “Hiding under the
Covers, Vol. 2,” is her second
EP of covers and Bowe’s
original album is “Natchez
Trace.” Scott also has two
original ablums.

Coming to the FargoMoorhead area for a few years
now, Scott says she would like
to come more often.
“The people are very
receptive when we play there,”
Scott said. “Everyone is so
nice, and the press has been
very good to us. We’d like to
make it a regular stop. I’d like
to get up there several times a
year from now on.”
Coming from a musical
family, Scott has been involved
with music and singing her
whole life.
She met her partner, Bowe, at
a songwriting contest she won.
Bowe eventually produced her
first album, and they became
business partners. Having been
on and producing four of her
albums together, they seem to
be a sensation to their fans and
a dynamic team.
Scott’s releases have sold
over 10,000 units and her
new album, “Hiding Under
the Covers, Vol. 2,” features

collaborations with Communist
Daughter and Chris Koza.
Being an indie artist, her
music is mainly spread by
word of mouth and little radio
coverage.
Scott describes her music
as soul music with influences
from jazz, blues, pop, rock and
R&B.
“Still, soul is the underlying
constant throughout everything
we do,” Scott said.
The duo will be performing
songs from their two new
releases and Scott’s two original
albums, “Wish on the Moon”
and “Chinese Whispers.”
Who: Alison Scott with
Kevin Bowe
When: Thursday, Oct. 4.
Music starts at 8 p.m.
Where: HoDo Lounge
101 Broadway, Fargo ND
Cost: $7 cover

Chaos offers escape from
reality in ‘Blue Leaves’

WIZ KHALIFA
w/ Juicy J, Chevy Woods, Lola Monroe, Berner, Tuki Carter

Tuesday, Oct. 30 at the Scheels Arena
6pm Doors • All Ages • Tix @ Ticketmaster.com

MARTIN SEXTON
w/ Brothers McCann

Cast members rehearse for “House of
Blue Leaves” production opening Oct. 3.

BY MAUREEN MCMULLEN
mcmullenma@mnstate.edu

Artie Schaughnessy, a New
York zookeeper, is possessed by
dreams of fame. However, with
an AWOL son and schizophrenic
wife, he and his girlfriend, Bunny,
may find their climb to celebrity to
be a steep one.
John Guare’s black comedy,
“House of Blue Leaves” opens at
MSUM’s Gaede Stage on Oct. 3
at 7:30 p.m. and runs until Oct 6.
With history, a desperate scramble
for fame and even an explosion,
audience members can expect a
riveting range of emotions from
the play.
“(The audience) can expect
laughter; they can expect sadness
and tears. I even cried in rehearsal
yesterday,” said Claire Azure,
student director and senior in the
theater department.
Set in New York City on Oct.
14, 1964, a day known in history
for the pope’s first flight to
America, the protagonist, Artie,
finds himself in the midst of a
scheme hatched by he and his
mistress, Bunny, to escape to Los
Angeles in hopes of reaching
stardom. In order to do this, Artie
must first have his wife, Bananas,
committed to the House of Blue
Leaves, the mental institution for
which the play is named.
Their plans, however, will have
to be put on hold. On the day of
the pope’s arrival in New York,

BECKI DEGEEST • degeestre@mnstate.edu

Artie receives a strange visit from
his son, Ronnie, an AWOL army
GI en route to Vietnam. When
Bunny and three nuns enter the
situation, the plans unravel and
chaos ensues.
“I think it will be an emotional
rollercoaster,”
said
Andrew
Jacobsen, who plays Ronnie
chaugnessy and is a freshman in
MSUM’s theater department.
While “Blue Leaves” was
written in 1965, the obsession
with fame and watchful eye over
celebrities shown in the play are
still relatable to today’s audience.
Guare even pulls his characters
away from scenes to comment
on the situation. This style, eerily
resembling reality TV, may
also make the play surprisingly
relatable to a younger audience,
as well as older people for its
numerous pop culture references.
“It would be a really nice escape
from reality because it is such an
emotional roller coaster,”Azure
said.
John Guare is an American
playwright known for his cynical
and even cruel sense of humor as
well as his pension for the absurd.
“House of Blue Leaves” falls
expertly into his style of humor
meshed with tragedy. It was
this style that earned the play’s
four Tony Awards for its 1986
performance.
“House of Blue Leaves” shows
Oct. 3-6 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
free with an MSUM student ID.

Sunday, Sept. 30
The Stage @ Island Park
7pm Doors • All Ages

AFTER THE
BURIAL

w/ The Controtionist & Reflections

Monday, Oct. 8
The Aquarium
5pm Doors • All Ages

TEXAS HIPPIE
COALITION
Friday, Oct. 5

House of Rock @ The Hub

9pm Show • Ages 21+

DAYGLOW

World’s largest paint party!

Thursday, Oct. 11
The Venue @ The Hub
7pm Doors • Ages 18+

FARGO RECORD
FAIR 2012

DROPKICK
MURPHY’S

Saturday, Oct. 20
Howard Johnson Inn
10am - 5pm

Saturday, Nov. 3
The Venue @ The Hub
7pm Doors • All Ages

w/ Teenage Bottlerocket & The Mahones

KATHLEEN EDWARDS • Thursday, Oct. 4 • All Ages • Studio 222
KATHLEEN MADIGAN • Friday, Oct. 5 • Mature Audiences • Fargo Theatre
TEXAS HIPPIE COALITION • Friday, Oct. 5 • Ages 21+ • House Of Rock @ The Hub
JUDY COLLINS • Saturday, Oct. 6 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
KYLE KINANE • Friday, Oct. 12 • Mature Audiences • The Stage @ Island Park
BELLAMY BROTHERS • Sunday, Oct. 21 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
SYLVIA BROWNE • Friday, Nov. 2 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
BASSNECTAR • Friday, Nov. 2 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
ROSTER MCCABE/GENTLEMEN HALL • Saturday, Nov. 3 • All Ages • The Aquarium
TRAMPLED BY TURTLES • Wednesday, Nov. 7 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
WOOKIEFOOT/JON WAYNE & THE PAIN • Saturday, Nov. 10 • Ages 21+ • The Venue @ The Hub
DAVID SEDARIS • Tuesday, Nov. 13 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
DETHKLOK • Tuesday, Nov. 13 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
BRIAN POSEHN • Friday, Nov. 30 • Mature Audiences • Fargo Theatre
TRAGICALLY HIP • Saturday, Dec. 1 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
ZAPPA PLAYS ZAPPA • Thursday, Dec. 6 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre

Tickets for all shows are available at
(located at 300 Broadway; open
Monday-Friday 12-6PM), by phone (866) 300-8300 & online at:
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Opinion
Advocate Editorial Board

Celebrating
history, make
memories
It’s Homecoming week, a time
for alumni to return to MSUM
to celebrate the past and for
current students to continue
making long-lasting college
memories.
There’s an abundance of
Homecoming
festivities
to
partake in, including the
coronation, the football game
and the formal dance.
But
Homecoming
isn’t
just for the super fans and
royalty, there’s something for
everyone. Students can rock
out to the Johnny Holm band
performing tonight or witness
the traditional Burning of the M
on Friday night. Finally, alumni
and current students alike can
take pride in the parade on
Saturday morning full of student
organizations and school spirit.
It’s a great time to get involved,
paint your face and wear all your
favorite Dragon gear. United
by our Dragon pride, it will be
easy to make new friends and
reconnect with old ones.
Whether or not you plan
to attend the Homecoming
festivities, make memories this
week. Do something crazy, do
something silly, do something
brave.
This is a time you’ll look back
to and remember. Most of all
have fun and enjoy this week,
because before you know it
you’ll be graduating. Then you’ll
be the one coming home to
reminisce about Dragon pride.
Ensure your future homecoming
by making nostaligic-worthy
memories.

The opinions expressed in The
Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to
the editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or emailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Inspired to think of others
Whoever said, “It’s him that I was not offended, but after the interview,
the thought that counts,” I thought about what he had said.
may have been onto
“Charly, I thought of you.”
something.
He’d just met me. And further more, he was
This
summer
reminiscing
I
attended
a “I tend to find myself amazed
with
his
presentation about and filled with gratitude when
f r i e n d s
the history of the
and
fellow
Becker County Fair people so noticeably consider
community
for my internship
members.
my thoughts or feelings. It’s
at Detroit Lakes
Why on Earth
N e w s p a p e r s . particulary surprising though,
would
he
After the meeting
think of me
I
planned
on when it’s someone I’ve just met.” during
that
interviewing
the
moment
of
BY CHARLY HALEY
presenter,
Roger.
hilarity
and
nostalgia?
haleych@mnstate.edu
The “presentation” sort of
I tend find myself amazed and filled with gratitude
turned into an opportunity when people so noticeably consider my thoughts or
for DL’s most-involved senior citizens to reminisce feelings like that. It’s particularly surprising though,
about the history of the fair. They talked about when it’s someone I’ve just met.
“back in the day,” including one woman’s story
While it’s not always the case, I would say that
about her sister showing cows.
I have been surprised at how often people are so
Someone had asked her sister, “What kind of cow sweet to me. Some might call it random acts of
is that?” and her sister had replied, “A black and kindness; others would call it common courtesy.
white one.” Everyone in the room laughed.
Some people might say I shouldn’t read too much
“How could she not know it was a Holstein?” they into things like that.
asked incredulously.
I say that it’s an inspiration.
Afterward, when I was small-talking with Roger
I always try to consider how people feel, and I
before starting the interview, he said to me, “You always make an effort to listen and consider the
know, when they were talking about that cow, thoughts of others. I’m inspired to keep taking
Charly, I thought of you, because I knew you the time for those considerations when I see other
wouldn’t know what a Holstein was.”
people take the time to think of me.
I had thought nothing of it, really. But, he was
I am grateful to those who do take the time to
right; I am unfamiliar with cow breeding. I assured think of others. It doesn’t go unnoticed.

Defending smoking, seeking joy
I
hate
cigarettes. walking down by the river at night, long drawn out
No, change that. I hate conversations where time is forgotten, the purpose of
cigarette companies. No, these things is the here and now, not the sooner later.
maybe not. Here is what In that sense, there is a purpose to lighting up. It is
I really hate: I hate going a simple joy, a breath of relaxation and something I
to the doctor’s office don’t have to continually delay.
and not having my type
The other view: that smoking is a means to some
of smoking as an option other end, is exactly why smoking is now banned
on the form. “Are you a virtually everywhere. The anti-smoking ads on TV
smoker?” says the nurse. showed people who needed cigarettes just to get
“Yes.” “How many packs out of bed, to relax, to get some time off of work,
a day?” “Well, I’ve heard to dull the taste of wretched cafe coffee, to curb the
that a cigar is about half a addictive urge to smoke. As a result of this maniacal
pack and that a pipe-full need-based smoking, people were lighting up all the
of tobacco is about three time, everywhere. No one just lit up for the pure
BY JOHN GOERKE
cigarettes.
So, one cigar a enjoyment of it. Quit Plan wasn’t a response to
goerkejo@mnstate.edu
week would be 1/7th of a smoking, but a response to obsessive addiction. A
pack a day, but some weeks person who genuinely enjoys tobacco doesn’t need
I’ll have two pipe full’s of tobacco so
a Quit Plan, because
that would be 3/10ths of a pack per “I am often asked, “Why do you quitting
is
easy.
week, divided by 7 would be 3/70ths do that? What’s the purpose?
Smoking for them is
of a pack per day, now if I average out
a step out of the daily
those two numbers…” At this point And why are you here leaving
routine, not the fuel to
the nurse begins rummaging through that stench in my kitchen?”
keep the routine going.
my immunization records, just in case
But perhaps I am
she might be medically obligated to
overlooking something
puncture me with a metal object.
here. Yes, barking on about the evils of using
Sitting with a good cigar on the edge of my everything for utility is a good social statement and
second floor deck, watching the corner of Main and sure some people would really unwind if they sat
11th right after sunset as the air chills is by far one still long enough to burn through my second favorite
of the most enjoyable experiences available to the Central American import. But there is something
busy college student. There are so many beauties to else standing in the way of my utopian dream of
take in. The sweet, yet bold taste of the smoke, the socially acceptable smoking, namely that smoking
glow of the street light, churning clouds that float isn’t socially acceptable. With our campuses cleared
from my mouth up to the top of the roof, even the of smoking and every restaurant bound by law to do
challenge of lighting the cigar evenly, are each, in the same, we give the impression that smoking must
their own way, enjoyable.
be utterly evil, a wrong which we have shunned to
But when a person detects the lingering aroma the limits of society. But to think smoking wrong
of Nicaraguan tobacco on my person, I am asked, is, as Chesterton noted, “…to have no standard
“Why do you do that? What’s the purpose? And why of right whatever; and to make certain local likes
are you here leaving that stench in my kitchen?” and dislikes as a substitute.” We have taken our
Usually I respond that there is no purpose, I just preference for smoke free rooms and given it all
like it. But, I only recently figured out that there is the devotion people used to give to commands of
a purpose, people just misunderstand that word and God. The way in which we ban tobacco reminds
use it incorrectly.
me in some ways of the methods employed by the
“Purpose” in the collegiate vocabulary means: Israelites in the Old Testament, lay a ban on the city
oriented toward a future need. The “purpose” of and move swiftly to destroy it. So, while we continue
taking this boring survey class is so I can receive a in our near saint-like observance that “Thou shalt not
diploma, so I can get a job, and then get money, to smoke.” I will be praying that miraculously, the next
buy stuff, that I will use, in the future. It is really shipment of condoms to campus gets crossed with
quite insane how we habitually delay any kind of a truckload of cigars. Then, I could find them just
joy in our lives, constantly placing it over the next about everywhere and use them in my dorm room,
hill. We’ve forgotten that some things are goods even if my roommate is still there.
in-and-of themselves. Listening to a symphony,
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Be aware, students, of the constant Googler
“What is the capital of the United States again?” society and it’s important communication skills?
“I don’t know. Google it.”
Over the course of the last ten years attention spans have dropped from
This is not an actual conversation I witnessed, but 12 minutes to five seconds. According to developmental psychologist
a semi-believable one nonetheless, a hidden danger Maryanne Wolf the style of reading promoted by the net puts “efficiency”
of what we all might become: the constant Googler. and “immediacy” above anything else, weakening our capacity for the kind
This realization unveiled itself as I
of deep reading that promotes critical thinking.
become more and more mesmerized by “Frustrated by the useless
Besides damaging the way we take in
the World Wide Web.
information,
over-using the Internet can
I’m sure I am not alone in dealing results Google sometimes damage how we relate to people. A study at the
with a hectic schedule. I am constantly
University of Michigan reported that 75 percent
running about to school, to work, to produces, a rather
of college students have lower empathy than
the library, all the while desperately strange notion strikes me. students did 30 years ago. Americans have fewer
grasping to my dwindling social life.
confidants than ever. One in four Americans
How
easy
would
it
be
to
Taking
pride
in
school
and
activities,
I
don’t have any confidants at all.
BY APRIL KNUTSON
like
to
know
when
and
where
enticing
Don’t become a constant Googler. Instead take
knutsonap@mnstate.edu
activities take place, all the time. I just talk to people?”
the time to develop the skills and relationships
become annoyed when these things are not on the Internet. We
that will teach more than just a random factoid.
can do almost anything on the Internet, from ordering pizza to viewing Professors can teach ways to gather and retain knowledge. Elders will not
streets oceans away. Why is Google not always the omnipotent force I only remember important dates in history, but have first hand accounts on
expect it to be?
why it happened. Lastly, don’t forget your peers. They can support your
Frustrated by the useless results Google sometimes produces, a rather Googling addiction and help to actually ask questions to real live people.
strange notion strikes me. How easy would it be to just talk to people to The Web may give you access to the entire universe of information, but
learn vital information instead of searching a static screen for answers?
don’t forget the lessons lying in the cracks of your university, if you just ask
The comfort of the Internet creates a safe cacoon, but is it degrading our a person, not Google.

Letter to the editor:
Support victims

“AN HOMECOMING MISCOMMUNICATION” BY HEATHER WALKER • walkerhe@mnstate.edu

In response to the
Advocate article “Assault
Provokes
Questions,
Preventative Education”
victim blaming is still
victim blaming even when
hidden under the guise of
prevention. Victim blaming
comes from society’s
belief that victims of
assault somehow asked for
it or deserved it because
of something they did or
didn’t do. Responsibility
is put on the victim for
the assault because they
were out jogging, had been
drinking, or they went to
a party. We assign blame
stating the victim did not
take adequate precautions
or should have been better
prepared. This attitude
can deprive a victim of
the needed and deserved
support and reinforce the
idea that they somehow
deserved it.
Healing from an assault
can be very difficult
especially when authorities

invalidate the assault with
blame and ideas that it
could have been prevented
by the victim. Yes, I
agree it could have been
prevented if the assailant
had never committed the
assault. Helping a person
heal from an assault
requires acknowledgment
not judgment, support not
blame and validation not
dismissal.
If you or someone
you know has been
affected by relationship
violence
or
sexual
assault there are free and
confidential
services
at Hendrix Clinic and
Counseling Center located
on campus.
Hendrix
number is 477-2211.
Lynn Peterson
Coordinator for 		
Sexual Assault 		
Services
Hendrix Clinic and 		
Counseling Center

Interested in sharing
your opinion?
The Advocate wants you!
Contact April at
knutsonap@mnstate.edu

“THE LITTLE DRAGONS-SCORCH THEM!” BY MEGAN MCLAUGHLIN • mclaughlme@mnstate.edu
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HOMECOMING, FROM FRONT

forward and give back to the
university,
funding
many
scholarships.
“We are trying to celebrate
the place that this is, and the
students, alumni and faculty
that built it,” Szymanski said.
It’s important for students
to take part in Homecoming,
take pride in the school and
be people that are proud of the
education they received. That is
the driving force that continues
the MSUM legacy.
“I always enjoy the parade,
it’s a wonderful opportunity
for the community to join in
the celebration,” Szymanski
said. “I am excited to see who
wins the chili cook-off. There
is hefty competition. It’s going
to be a great Homecoming.”
Athletics is tied into a lot
of the events that happen
throughout
the
week,
highlighted
by
sporting
contests over the weekend.
Student-athletes will represent
the school with volleyball,
football and soccer games on
both Friday and Saturday.
“It’s tradition and a highlight

of the event. It’s fun to be a
part of it,” said Sam Callahan,
a junior linebacker for the
Dragons.
The Hall of Fame banquet is
another highlight for Dragon
Athletics during Homecoming
week. This year it is being
held in conjunction with
the Distinguished Alumni
Celebration.
“The athletic department
is the front porch of the
university,”
Doug
Peters,
director of athletics, said.
“We’re trying to make it as
attractive as possible for alumni
to come back for the weekend.”
It’s hard to pick one part of
homecoming over the other for
Peters, but he is excited for the
chili feed on Thursday.
“I’m pretty confident I am
going to win the chili cook-off
on Thursday,” Peters said with
a smile.
With
multiple
events
happening, there is something
for everyone to take part in.
“Your college experience
is going to be what you make
it. So get involved, come out
and have some fun in any of
the activities,” Peters said.
“You’re going to enjoy your

time here more if you’re active
and engaged in the things that
are going on.”

Homecoming

through the ages
1930s

1930s

Submitted photos
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Advo Asks: What is your favorite part of Homecoming?

“I have never participated in
“The only event I’ll
homecoming.”
probably go to is the formal.”
– Brooke Olson,
– Dennis Freborg,
sophomore, undeclared.
sophomore, accounting
major

“Johnny Holmes Band.”
– Rachel Goers, senior, and Brandon
Wegge, junior, music business majors

“The formal.”
– Leah Emery,
sophomore, art education
major

“The 5K.”
– Rebecca Sundet,
Asst. to the Dean,
College of Arts and
Humanities

Fall Fashions at
MSUM
SHELLEY SIBLEY
shibleysh@mnstate.edu

MSUM knows how to
accessorize. Head over to the
bookstore and buy a fancy
new Dragon sweatshirt and a
matching pair of sweatpants.
Fall is in full force in
Moorhead and some consider
the “comfy” look the way to
go.
Freshman Maggie OʼNeill
has a different take on college
couture.
“My fashion sense is very
different,” she said. “I like
to wear things that normally
people wouldnʼt wear so that
people will stare at me.”
OʼNeill sported a pair of
dark wash skinny jeans and a
checkered sweater.
Fall fashions are not limited
to only include day wear:
matching pajamas with her
roommate is something that
really makes OʼNeill stand out
with a unique sense of style.
“My favorite article of
clothing to wear would be my
monkey footie pajamas because
theyʼre really soft and they
have stripes on them,” O’Neill
said.
Buying fashionable fall
clothes can be challenging
in Minnesota, where the
temperatures can dip into
the 30’s or lower as early as
September. Instead of frumpy
sweatshirts and sweatpants,
some fashion-forward people
have chosen to go bold with
nail polish and metallic eye
shadow. Others have chosen
colorful pants and shoes like
Toms and Nike.
Freshman Rhianon Fletcher
has chosen to follow the crowd
with what she calls “college
chic.”
“Most college students wear
laid back clothes because itʼs
really cold, and they donʼt
want to freeze their buns off,”
Fletcher said about her “comfy
style.”
She is not alone. In fact,
while Googling college student
fashions, the majority of

articles indicate sweatpants are
most popular.
Freshman Kiersten Rustad
can relate to that.
“My style is laid back, kinda
chill,” Rustad said, and referred
to her many pairs of yoga pants.
Rustad thought most college

students wear laid black
clothing,
agreeing
with
Fletcher. However, there still
are some students who dress
up for the day, regardless of
comfort. So whether itʼs baggy
clothes or bold colors, either
style fits in at MSUM.

JESSICA FLEMING · flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Freshman Maggie O’Neill shows off her dark wash skinny jeans.

JESSICA FLEMING· flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Freshman Kiersten Rustad sporting a pair of Toms.
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Changing the way of Dragon football
Freshmen loaded squad looks to create bright future for MSUM
BY JANAE BOSWELL
boswellja@mnstate.edu

Anyone who hasn’t been
following the Dragon football
team’s season may be surprised to
find out that 70 percent of the team
are freshmen.
MSUM started their 2012 season
with 50 freshmen and 10 seniors on
the roster. That difference in age with
that ratio may cause speculations
from fans and opponents, but it
makes no difference to the seniors
that have been playing with the
freshmen.
“Laqua says don’t worry about
your age or your experience,” senior
Tyler Brody said. “If we can control
and trust in our preparation, games
will take care of themselves and
that’s what we try to do.”
Brody majors in health and
physical education and is the starting
outside linebacker for MSUM. He is
one of the many seniors that were
excited to get back on the field and
see what his new teammates had
to offer. The Dragons opened their
season against Wayne State (Neb.)
with anticipation starting 10 true
freshmen. The hope for a winning
opener was short lived as the
Dragons fell to the Wildcats by 43
points.
“A couple of them played their
first game on September 1st in a
Dragon uniform,” said senior Matt
Birr. “You know you got to be
patient with them and as seniors
we want to win now but they are
maturing, so we are growing every
single day.”
Birr is a wide receiver for MSUM
and is also majoring in physical
education. Birr and Brody plan
on going into coaching after they
graduate and see the youth on their
team as a great learning experience
for not only themselves but all of

their teammates.
“It’s a good step going into
coaching,” Brody said. “We have
to lead by example on the field for
the younger guys. It’s more than just
talking, it’s through your actions.”
This season, Dragon Football’s
focus is on being better as a team.
The upperclassmen plan on helping
out with the young team when
they ask questions and are curious.
Despite other ideas some may have
about freshman players getting so
much field time, these seniors agree
that they are a very respectful group.
“One of the things our coaches
do real good is recruit kids with
character, and that’s ultimately
going to make this program better,”
said Brody, who feels that the ones
that want to do better on and off the
field will help build the team.
One big change for this senior
class is that both of their starting
quarterbacks Jake Hodge and
Myles Montplaisir are freshmen,
Montplaisir being a redshirt
freshman.
“It was a very big change,” said
senior receiver Barik Williams. “He
struggled at first but he’s improved
and will only get better with
experience.”
This was the case for Montplaisir,
who has had 157 passing yards
within the season so far and 47
yards rushing. Montplaisir scored a
touchdown opening the second half
against Upper Iowa on Sept. 15,
showing his opponents and fans that
he came to play.
“One thing about Myles is that if
you were to meet him or see him in
practice, you wouldn’t know he’s a
freshman,” Brody said.
Montplaisir’s touchdown gave
the Dragons the boost they needed
to try and get back into the game,
despite the 20-point difference.
The returning players were excited
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Senior Matt Birr warms up for a Sept. 15 game against the Upper Iowa
Peacocks.

to play against the Upper Iowa
Peacocks because of their history
with the team.
“I feel we match up very well
against Upper Iowa,” Birr said.
“Upper Iowa gives us opportunities
to utilize our young players but also
utilize our age and experience.”
Birr said they agreed with Coach
Laqua that they weren’t going to
use youth as an excuse anymore.
However, age wasn’t the case for
the Dragons who, after fighting for
a comeback, fell to Upper Iowa 3351.
“One thing we’re all preaching
is we need to not be worried about
the opponent. We really got to
worry about ourselves,” Brody
said, commenting on the starting
the season with a losing streak. “We
need to focus on what we need to
work on and our mistakes, then the
wins will come.”
Though the Dragons came out
in the second half with intensity, it
wasn’t enough to make up for their
21-0 deficit in the first half. Brody
had ten tackles almost matching
Shea DeJong, who he believes is a
prospect for the freshman class.
“Shea’s picked up quick and is not
scared to make a play,” Brody said.
“That’s something you don’t see
in freshmen, so I see nothing but a
bright future for Shea.”
Freshman safety DeJong had a
game-high of 12 tackles his first
game in a Dragon uniform and hasn’t
stopped since, with eight tackles and
a fumble recovery against Sioux
Falls Cougars on Sept. 8, 11 tackles
against Upper Iowa on Sept. 15, and
17 tackles against Minnesota StateMankato on Sept. 22, all team-highs.
“Shea, he’s a small guy but he
has a big man mentality, which is
surprising for me because I didn’t
expect that from him,” Williams
said. “He’s a very hard worker.”
Zayne Medhaug and Tyler Rivard,
whom are referred to by Birr as his
“dark horses,” are also on the radar
for potential due to their knowledge
of the game and confidence on the
field.
With the fourth game coming up,
the seniors are starting to realize
that this is their last season playing
football for the Dragons. Though
they want to win as many games as
possible, that isn’t their main goal
ending their last season at MSUM,
as they hope to leave behind a
legacy.
“Since Brody and I have been
here, there has been a way things
have went, and I can see that the way
is changing, and I feel that’s coming
from the seniors,” Birr said. “Yeah,
I care about wins and losses. I’d be
lying if I said I wouldn’t be pissed if
we went 0-11, but at the same time if
we can help these guys to change the
way and keep it changed, then we
will be successful as a senior class.”
The Dragons senior class came
in 2008 with 39 freshmen and will
leave with three remaining for the
original group, and seven others
added over the years.
“I’m looking to show this
young class a winning attitude and
preparation, so they can have that
for the rest of their career,” Brody
said. “I’m just trying to leave my
last year saying this season was the
turnaround point for the Dragons.”
The Dragons finished last season
with a record of 2-9 beating both
the Robert Morris University
Eagles and the Minnesota,
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Redshirt freshman quarterback Myles Montplaisir and sophomore running back
Brandon Schell watch team warmups before their Sept. 15 game.

Crookston Golden Eagles. The
seniors hope to improve not only
the overall conference standing for
the Dragons but change the attitudes
and mentality for the young players.
“It’s a process. You want to see
the program do better than before
because it has been a struggle,”
Williams said. “We want to be
a part of the reasons why it did
improve and it may not be because
of wins/losses but maybe because of
attitude.”
The Dragons will graduate 10
seniors this year.
“I’m trying to preach to them that
success will come in numbers,” Birr
said. “I ask them all the time you
know, ‘What’s your story? How
many guys do you want to graduate
with?’ Because that’s the question.
These guys are all a part of my story.
It’s a group of 10 guys I’ll never
forget.”

Graduating Seniors
Name.................................. Pos
Matt Birr.............................WR
Tyler Brody...................... OLB
Barik Williams....................DB
Uchenna Ogbonnaya.........WR
Terrell Ayers..................... OLB
Steve Parks.......................... DT
Jordan Chuinard................. DL
Shawn Marlowe..................TE
Cory Capra..........................DE
T.J. Womack....................... OL
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Freshman safety Shea DeJong is third in the NSIC in total tackles with 48,
three behind the conference leader.
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Wellness Center instructor living healthy and staying fit
BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

What once used to be a teenage
self-esteem issue has turned into a
lifestyle of eating right, exercising
and helping others to live healthy
lives.
Nutrition, exercise and coaching
are the three things that Ashley
Jonas lives by. Choosing the right
diet, instructing at the MSUM
Wellness Center, working full-time
in the marketing department and
being a Team Beachbody coach are
all parts of her daily busy schedule.
“I have an 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. job, but
unlike most people, I wake up about
5 a.m. and workout,” Jonas said.
“Right now I’m doing p90x. Then
I go to work and will sometimes
teach group fitness classes during
the day depending on my schedule.
Later, after work, I have a ‘power
hour’ where I work on my online
business Beachbody stuff, and then

go to bed around 10 p.m.”
Choosing the right diet and
exercise routine wasn’t an easy
process for Jonas.
“When I was younger I was one
of those girls who had a lot of selfesteem issues. I was always trying
to go on diets and work out, and
then I got into track and that’s what I
loved and continued with it through
college, and in that you have to be
healthy,” she said.
Since then, Jonas hasn’t had too
much trouble keeping healthy as
long as she combines eating right
with exercise.
Attending her first group fitness
class her senior year at MSUM,
Jonas wasn’t sure whether it was for
her, but after trying out a few classes
she started to enjoy them more and
more, and eventually would teach a
few classes herself.
“I’ve always wanted to teach
yoga,” Jonas said. “About this
time last year I saw a flyer that said

‘become a body pump instructor,’ so
signed up for it. I was really scared at
first, but I’ve worked past that stage
and am completely over it now.”
Since then she has worked hard
and has four certifications and is
about to get her fifth certification in
yoga. She currently teaches body
pump, yoga and turbo kick at The
Wellness Center.
When she isn’t instructing
group classes at MSUM, she also
hosts group work out sessions as
a Beachbody coach in her home.
One of the programs she hosts is Fit
Club, which is every Friday night
at 7 p.m. She also schedules group
challenges and other events often
using social media.
“When I first became a Team
Beachbody coach it was at first just
for the great discounts, but then I
decided that I wanted to take up a
hobby and it was something fun
that I could do on the side and help
people while making a little extra

cash,” Jonas said.
Team Beachbody is known for
workout programs like Insanity,
p90x, Turbo Fire and products like
Shakeology meal replacer shakes.
“I realized how easy it was to help
others, particularly my family, just
by showing what Beachbody has
done for me,” Jonas said.
Dieting is something that isn’t
very hard for Jonas, who enjoys
eating healthy food. She’s done
vegan and vegetarian diets, Team
Beachbody’s ultimate reset diet, and
drinks Shakeology shakes daily.
“For diets, with the workouts
I do now, I need a little bit more
protein, but everyone is different,”
Jonas said. “I sometimes will work
out up to four times a day with
teaching group fitness, which I don’t
recommend.”
She may not be a doctor or
nutritionist, but as a coach and
instructor, she often points people in
the right direction with testimonials.
“My husband Jerry is really
supportive, he knows that it
makes me happy, so he’s happy,”

Jonas said. “Actually I’m lucky,
my whole family has been very
supportive.”
Though she does earn cash on the
side from working at the Wellness
Center and being a Beachbody
coach, Jonas doesn’t do it for the
money as much as to help others
and stay fit herself.
“I think it can get tough and can
be a lot on her plate, but at the same
time it’s something she enjoys
doing, so it’s nice,” Jerry Jonas
said.
As a Beachbody coach she gets
to enjoy opportunities and benefits
like receiving discounts, traveling
and getting reimbursed for personal
sales.
Last year she traveled to Las
Vegas and went to a Beachbody
conference, where she got to work
out and listen to keynote speakers
and celebrity trainers. This year
from Beachbody she earned a free
trip to Disney World.
“I don’t do it for the money or
benefits,” Jonas said, “I really just
like helping other people out.”

WALKTOBER
Building Hours

Challenge

Sign up in Hendrix to
Rockwall Hours
get your FREE pedometer
Submitted Photo

Ashley Jonas instructing body pump class at the MSUM Wellness Center.

MSUM Homecoming Schedule
Dragons Through the Decades

Thursday - 09/27

Saturday - 09/29

Friday - 09/28

Tailgating
-Nemzek Parking Lot
-11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

PowderBuff Volleyball
-Dahl Courts
-3 p.m.

Athletics Hall of Fame Distinguished
Alumni Celebration
-CMU Ballroom
-4:45 p.m. - Social & Hearty Hors d’oeuvres
-6 p.m. - Program
Dragon Volleyball Game
-Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
-7:30 p.m.

Weekly and Grand Prizes!
Open to students, staff & faculty
Get more info from Hendrix 477.2211

5k Walk/Run
-Library
-9 a.m.

Dragon Soccer
-Alex Nemzek Soccer Field
-Noon
Dragon Fooball
-Alex Nemzek Stadium
-2 p.m.
Dragon Volleyball
-Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
-5 p.m.

HAVE SCHOOL
LOANS?
AmeriCorps Members
at the YMCA earn a

$2,775.00

education award after
a year of service!
Also receive a monthly stipend!
Positions: Healthy Living Coach, Mentor
& Homework Club Supervisor

Learn More & Apply at:

ymcacassclay.org/americorps
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REPUBLICANS, FROM FRONT
national Republican candidates,
which includes Travis Reimche,
Phil Hansen, Lee Byberg, Kurt
Bills and Mitt Romney and
Paul Ryan.
They will be inviting the
local candidates to speak at
their weekly meetings at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays in CMU 214.
“It is a way for students to
hear candidates directly and
to hear about opportunities to
become involved,” Wilson said.
Some of those opportunities
include phone banking and
literature dropping.
“We really want people to be
informed voters,” Wilson said.
“There are so many Americans
who don’t actually know what

Republican Candidates
Presidental
Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan
U.S. Senator
Kurt Bills
U.S. Rep. District 7
Lee Byberg
State Senator District 4
Phil Hansen
State Rep. District 4A
Travis Reimche

the issues are or the stances
of the candidates on those
issues.”

Issues of concern

The main issues the College
Republicans are focused on
the state of the economy and
the job market.
“We are very concerned
about the job market being able
to grow because since Obama
has been in office he has added
jobs, but we’ve lost more jobs
than he’s added so we’re about
400,000 jobs negative net
calculation,” Wilson said.
The College Republicans
are looking to candidates that
will work to foster a healthy
community for businesses to
employ.
They are also concerned
with the rising costs of college
tuition.
“It’s been rising about 25
percent since Obama got in
office as compared to our 2
percent each year inflation
rate, so I mean that’s 8 versus
25,” Wilson said. “It’s a huge
inflation and that’s going to
become a huge problem for
college students in the future.”
The College Republicans
have not been pleased with
Obama and the choices he has
made in office.

“I think he’s kind of just
turning our country in the very
wrong direction and I don’t
think it’s going to be good
for the future of our country,”
Johnson said. “That’s kind of
our main goal to get him out of

office.”
But whether or not people
plan to vote for Obama, the
College Republicans want
voters to be informed before
making a decision.
“Being an institution of

higher learning, we want people
to be educated when they make
choices about the future of the
country,” Wilson said.
For more information about
the College Republicans, contact
Wilson at 952.303.2616.

will vote “No” on the voter ID
and marriage amendments.
“No” on the voter ID
amendment would mean that
the election process will remain
what it is and not require a
card of identification to vote.
A vote “No” to the marriage

amendment would keep the
Minnesota Constitution as it
is and not define marriage as
between a man and a woman.
The proposed definition — a
“Yes” vote — opposes samesex marriage.
Another activity the group

plans to perform is a pledge
drive, where students and others
will be able to actually promise
to vote a certain way or to just
vote. By filling out a card,
they will be contacted by the
College Democrats three days
before the poll as reminders.
They will also receive a sample
ballot to practice.
“It’s very effective,” said
Morgan Schieffer one of
the co-presidents of College
Democrats.
The group also hopes to
recruit “poll watchers” during
the voting process. As poll
watchers, the recruited will
stand next to the polls to create
a friendly and comfortable
environment for voters to vote
in. They also plan to do some
phone banking where they will
contact voters and inform them
about the amendments and the
candidates. They plan to tell

voters if they can’t decide, then
they should just leave it blank
on the amendments only.
“A blank vote is a ‘no’ vote,”
Danielson says.
There are no set dates for
phone banking.

College Republicans table in the CMU to inform students of their organization.
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DEMOCRATS, FROM FRONT
and Joe Biden and the
group took pictures of them
with students at the dance.
They’ve
also
organized
several informational events
and meetings both on and off
MSUM campus.
The group hopes that people

Democrat Candidates
Presidental
Barack Obama and Joe Biden
U.S. Senator
Amy Klobuchar
U.S. Rep. District 7
Collin C. Peterson
State Senator District 4
Kent Eken
State Rep. District 4A
Ben Lien

My one reason?

To provide
hope for people
in need.

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

College Democrats table in the CMU with a cut-out of Barack Obama.

BONNIE HANEY DANCE

You only need one reason
to donate plasma.
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2 FARGO/M
LOCATIONS
| 701.232.9900
2 OORHEAD
Fargo/Moorhead
Studio
Locations | All| 218.236.9900
Levels
MAIN OFFICE : 810 4TH AVE S MOORHEAD, MN |

New Fall
Dance Class
Sessions
STARTING
NOW!!

WWW.BONNIEHANEYDANCE.COM

COLLEGE
STUDENT SPECIAL

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for patients and
help you earn extra money. As a new donor, you can earn up to $85 this week.

Only $8
A Class

Talecris Plasma Resources

*IF PAID MONTHLY - EXPIRES 10/1/12*

800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
(218) 287-2700

Nutcracker and Holiday Show Men’s Auditions
Sept. 20th - Oct. 5th
** SOME GUYS SOLO PARTS SALARIED**

*Over 50

Register: 218.236.9900 | 701.232.9900 New Classes

Visit www.bonniehaneydance.com Starting NOW!

In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid
photo I.D., proof of your current address and your Social Security or
immigration card to donate. Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.
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YELLOW BICYCLE, FROM FRONT
both Matt (Lech, the former in the CMU because we weren’t Yellow
Bicycle:
students, to see it, which makes it harder
editor) and I were really busy, apart of an organization, but on faculty or members of the to get submissions.”
and the fact that people really every issue there is Sigma Tau Fargo-Moorhead
community,
Being the new editor, Stewart
didn’t submit.”
Delta’s logo,” Stewart said. “I though the restriction has plans on taking action to get
Some of the genres they am a part of their organization. created an obstacle to get the The Yellow Bicycle back to not
accept are poetry, prose, I’m not an officer, but I attend journal noticed.
being restricted to only Weld
short stories, essays and book
reviews. Although students
“I think that it’s important for somebody who is a writer to
aren’t the only people that can
take that first step and want to get their work published,”
submit, they are preferred as the
- Katelyn Stewart, Yellow Bicycle editor
main focus to get their work out
in the public to be seen.
Lech trained Stewart in spring the meetings and this next issue
“Anybody can submit to it but and Lommen. She plans on
semester 2012 for the position even has their meeting times.”
it doesn’t really get to leave this getting The Yellow Bicycle more
and gave her information that
Sigma Tau Delta is an campus even because people on recognition so that it will get
would create obstacles for the honorary organization and the campus don’t even know about it more submissions from students,
literary journal.
national English honors society that much,” Stewart said. “I cant faculty and the community to
“I just remembered Matt for English students.
put it in the CMU. Only students keep the literary journal going.
telling me that we couldn’t put it
Anyone can submit to The that go to Weld and Lommen get
“I think that it’s important

News
for somebody who is a writer
to take that first step and want
to get their work published,”
Stewart said. “It can be really
nerve wracking, so I think its
important to start out kind of
small then work your way up
and you can do that with The
Yellow Bicycle.”
All submissions must follow
the general guidelines along with
the specific genre guidelines that
can be found on their website
at www.theyellowbicycle.com.
To submit, send your work to
submit@theyellowbicycle.com
or to contact the literary journal
with questions or concerns email
contact@theyellowbicycle.com.
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‘Each vote matters’: SPJ hosts non-partisan debate discussion
BY MEGAN HAVIG
havigme@mnstate.edu

On Nov. 6 the polls will open
and many college students will
vote for their first time.
To help students become
informed, the MSUM Society
of Professional Journalists will
be hosting a “Debate Watch,”
giving students the chance to
see President Barack Obama
and Republican candidate Mitt
Romney discuss their stances on
domestic policy.
“Last time MSUM’s SPJ put
on Debate Watch in 2008, I

heard dozens and dozens
of students say that they had
never watched a presidential
debate before,” said Deneen
Gilmour, SPJ adviser. “They
said they learned more about the
candidates’ views and character
than they expected as a result of
watching the entire debate.”
Debate Watch will be a live
streaming of the presidential
candidate debate at the
University of Denver on Oct. 3.
The event will take place in the
CMU Ballroom at 8 p.m. Doors
open at 7:30 p.m. and free food
will be available.

The debate will be divided
into six segments lasting about
15 minutes each. Students who
come to Debate Watch will have
the chance to ask questions and
share their own ideas during
a non-partisan open discussion
following the showing.
Noor
Almoran,
an
international student from
Palestine who is helping with
Debate Watch, said she is
optimistic about the learning
opportunity it will provide for
students.
“The purpose of Debate
Watch is for students come and

share their point of view and for
students who don’t have a point
of view to come and widen their
perspective and learn more,”
Almoran said. “Another reason
for Debate Watch is to create
more awareness to those who
are capable of voting to actually
vote.”
According to The Center for
Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement,
46 million young people will
be eligible to vote during the
2012 presidential elections.
This demographic makes up 24
percent of the voting population.

The center notes that 51 percent
of the young voters voted in the
2008 elections.
“I am an international student
and am always up to date
with what’s happening in the
elections and in U.S. politics,
because I know that a lot of
the decisions made in the U.S.
affect other countries,” Almoran
said. “It sometimes upsets me
to know that there are people
out there with the ability to
vote and yet they don’t take
that chance. I really wish that
people would understand that
each vote matters.”

Pep rally kicks off Homecoming festivities

Homecoming
event schedule
Thursday, September 27

• Chili Feed, noon to 3 p.m.,
Campus Mall
• Dahl Hall Re-Dedication and
Open House, 4 p.m., Dahl Hall
• Johnny Holm Band, 8 p.m. to
11 p.m., CMU Ballroom

Friday, September 28

• Facepainting, 6:30 p.m., Snarr
Hall
• Coronation, Burning of the M
and Fireworks, 9 p.m., Nemzek
• S’mores, following fireworks,
Holmquist Slab

Saturday, September 29

• Parade 11 a.m., circles campus
• Formal Dance, 9 p.m. to 1
a.m., CMU Ballroom

Students cheered for prizes at the Homecoming pep rally Monday night in Nemzek.

TAYLOR PARKER • parkerta@mnstate.edu

Freshmen
New freshmen, MAP-Works® is your map to success at
MSU Moorhead. Fill out a MAP-Works survey to assess
your strengths and weaknesses as a college student.
Look for an email from studentsuccess@mnstate.edu
starting Sept. 18. Fill out the survey to enter your name
for prizes given away daily.

Prizes:
▸ Pool party at Nemzek
▸ Pizza party for
residence halls with
▸ Dragon Dollars
85% participation
▸ Semester’s worth of books
▸
Grand Prize and more!
▸ Parking permit

Your journey
to academic
success starts
with MAP-Works.
Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer
and is a member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System.

